INTRODUCTION
Current clinical practice for detecting malignant brain tumors by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is based on the use of gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) to enhance regions with blood-brain barrier (BBB) disruption. Although used on a daily basis, this modality still faces many challenges. For example, roughly 10% of glioblastoma multiformes (GBMs) and 30% of anaplastic astrocytomas (AAs) demonstrate no enhancement (1, 2) . Gadolinium enhancement itself cannot distinguish between different causes of BBB disruption and will visualize both tumor regrowth (progression) and the effects of treatment (pseudoprogression) (3, 4) . Although more advanced dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) approaches show potential for such differentiation (5), these methods are not yet standard in the clinic. In addition to those diagnostic and prognostic limitations, the safety of GBCAs has been challenged. People with moderate to advanced kidney failure who receive gadolinium are at risk of developing nephrogenic systemic fibrosis/nephrogenic fibrosing dermopathy (6) . GBCAs have now been labeled with a warning for nephrogenic systemic fibrosis, and patients need to be screened for renal dysfunction. In addition, GBCAs are currently under investigation by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) because they may be retained in the deep gray matter nuclei for longer periods of time (7, 8) . Based on such issues with the standard agent, there is an urgent need for developing novel (preferably nonsynthetic) agents that are associated with minimal risk.
To our knowledge, all MRI contrast agents used currently in the clinic have been synthetic, with most based on paramagnetic metal complexes. The potential toxicity of such compounds depends on the thermodynamic and kinetic stability of coordination. Our goal is to develop nonmetallic biocompatible contrast agents for clinical MRI. Recent experiments in animal tumor models have shown that D-glucose has potential as a biodegradable contrast agent that can be detected using the chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) technique (gluco-CEST) (9) (10) (11) (12) or relaxation-based (T 1 or T 2 ) approaches (13) (14) (15) (16) . Glucose derivatives detectable by CEST have also been suggested (10, 11, 17) . More recently, the use of dynamic glucose enhanced (DGE) imaging was demonstrated in a animal model with human glioma xenografts (18) , allowing increased BBB permeability to be visualized in tumors. The systemic administration of natural D-glucose (from corn, also known as dextrose) in humans has been routinely used in intravenous glucosetolerance testing (19) , allowing us to translate this approach to human imaging studies rapidly and safely. Herein, we provide a first demonstration of the feasibility of DGE-MRI in 4 normal volunteers and in 3 patients with glioma.
METHODS

Protocol
All studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, and informed consent was obtained before the study from all participants. For these first studies, limited to age group 18 -75 years, all participants were required to fast for at least 8 hours and have a baseline fasting glucose level within the normal range of 70 mg/dL (3.9 mM) to 125 mg/dL (7 mM), as based on the standards of care in diabetes (20) . Furthermore, in addition to typical MRIand gadolinium-based exclusion criteria, we used the following conservative glucose-related exclusion criteria for recruitment: persons with diabetes mellitus (self-reported or hemoglobin A1c Ն6.5%), sickle cell disease, or blood iron deficiency (hemoglobin concentration Ͻ12 g/dL or hematocrit Ͻ35%). We had additional exclusion criteria for patients, namely hypertension (high blood pressure) requiring medication, multiple myeloma, solid organ transplant, or history of severe hepatic disease/liver transplant/pending liver transplant. For healthy volunteers, additional exclusion criteria were seizure disorder and prescription medicine intake. After checking the baseline glucose level to be within the normal range specified above, a brief hyperglycemic state was instituted by intravenous infusion of hospital-grade D50 glucose (50% dextrose or 25 g of dextrose in a 50-mL sterile water solution; Hospira, Lake Forest, IL) in 1 arm. Because this was done manually, the infusion length varied, generally from 1 to 1.2 min. The venous glucose level was monitored periodically by sampling the blood from a vein in the contralateral arm before and at set times after glucose infusion and measuring glucose concentration using a blood analyzer (Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark). The range of glucose levels after glucose infusion found in volunteers inside and outside (early protocol testing) the magnet ranged from a minimum of 10.5 mM (189 mg/dL) to a maximum of 23.7 mM (427 mg/dL), with a median of 15.4 mM (277 mg/dL). The time of peak varied but generally occurred within 2-4 min after infusion. These levels did not correlate with the weight of the participant, indicating that weight may not be a good indicator of the glucose response curve, which is more likely determined by the participant's insulin response.
Subjects
The study was conducted on 4 healthy volunteers and 3 participants with malignant gliomas (Table 1 ). The 3 participants (2 men, 1 woman) had a median age of 33 years (range, 22-46). Participant 1 was found to have a right insular nonenhancing lesion after presenting with seizure and underwent DGE before his first procedure. The final diagnosis was AA. Participant 2 had a known left-frontal GBM status after standard chemoradiation and an experimental agent completed 7 months before DGE imaging. Repeat resection after DGE imaging confirmed recurrent GBM. Participant 3 had a biopsy-confirmed low-grade astrocytoma treated with radiation therapy 7 years before presenting with radiographic progression of a left-frontal lesion. DGE imaging was performed prior to resection that revealed GBM.
Data Acquisition
Subjects were scanned on a 7 T Philips MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). A 32-channel phased-array head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA) was used for radiofrequency reception and a head-only quadrature coil for transmission. The saturation was achieved using a train of 32 sincgauss pulses, B1 ϭ 1.96 T, with each pulse 50 ms long and separated by a 25 ms delay. The images were acquired using a Dynamic Glucose-Enhanced MRI in Glioma Patients single-shot turbo gradient echo with TR (between each echo)/ TE/FA ϭ 5 ms/1.48 ms/30°. The SENSE acceleration factor was 2 (Anterior-Posterior). A single 6 mm thick slice across a field of view of 224 ϫ 224 mm 2 with 3 ϫ 3 mm 2 in-plane resolution was acquired. A 2 s delay was introduced after each dynamic scan to recover longitudinal magnetization; therefore, the dynamic images were acquired at a temporal resolution of 5.3 s. Saturation spectra as a function of frequency in the proton spectrum (the so-called z-spectra) were acquired before and after the dynamic scan. For DGE-MRI, the acquisition of a full z-spectrum is not necessary, and data were acquired at a saturation offset frequency of 1.2 ppm, where 3 of the hydroxyl protons of glucose resonate (21, 22) . Two protocols were used for the dynamic scan. For 1 of the healthy volunteers and the first participant with glioma, 70 dynamics were acquired with a total scan time of 6 min 17 s. Because the glucose level remained high for longer than this period, we increased that to at least 160 dynamics or a total scan time of Ն14.5 min for other volunteers and participants with glioma. The glucose infusion started at time point 90 s (for short protocol) or 180 s (for longer protocols) into the dynamic scan, and the infusion time ranged from 62 to 72 s.
Data Analysis
For datasets with extensive motion, the images were registered to the third image in the dynamic series using the rigid-body (6 degrees of freedom) registration algorithm FLIRT (FSL; FMRIB Center, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK) with the normalized mutual information cost function and sinc resampling. However, the motion correction approach was limited because of the use of single-slice acquisition.
For the DGE data, the first 2 images were discarded to assure proper steady state, and the image intensities (S) of the others were normalized by dividing with the pre-infusion S 0 image. Baseline images with intensity S base were generated by averaging all of the pre-infusion images. Glucose dynamic difference images were generated by taking the difference between each dynamic image intensity S(t n ) and S base . The dynamic curves for the regions of interest (ROIs) of the healthy volunteer and participants 2 and 3 were smoothed using a 3-point moving average. The DGE area under the curve (AUC) was calculated using Dynamic Glucose-Enhanced MRI in Glioma Patients in which n can be chosen based on the information of the DGE image evolution after glucose infusion. Figure 1A shows an example of dynamic glucose-enhanced difference images with signal difference intensity ⌬S͑t͒⁄S 0 ϭ ͓S base Ϫ S͑t͔͒⁄S 0 , obtained upon infusing glucose in a volunteer, with the start and finish of the infusion indicated. Notice that the signal is subtracted from the average baseline so that a positive intensity in these images reflects more saturation transfer (water-intensity loss in the MRI) because of an increased concentration in glucose in an image voxel. The DGE pattern seen was typical for all volunteers, namely first an increase in vascular signal intensity and later a slight increase in glucoCEST signal in tissue. Interestingly, a DGE signal reduction (blue contrast) is visible around cerebral spinal fluid (CSF)-rich spaces such as the ventricles and cortex. An increase of glucose concentration in the CSF is expected to increase saturation slightly at the frequency of 1.2 ppm, so the result of reduced saturation at first seems puzzling. We investigated this effect by studying the saturation profiles (z-spectra) acquired before and after infusion for an ROI chosen well within the ventricles, which showed a negligible change in width for CSF ( Figure 1B ). However, it is known that glucose is readily taken up into the CSF and can cause volumetric changes at the concentrations used for our studies (23) . A tentative explanation for the saturation loss is that because of the volume increase and the partial volume effects between the narrow z-spectrum of CSF and the broad z-spectrum of tissue, some voxels around CSF spaces will appear hypointense as a result of an overall narrowing of the signal. Figure 1C shows the time dependence of the measured venous blood glucose concentration in the contralateral arm of 4 normal volunteers. Figure 1D shows the corresponding in- creases in water saturation fraction as measured in a single voxel in a sufficiently large arterial vessel (eg, the anterior cerebral artery) visible in the image. An 8-18% saturation increase that resulted from the effect of glucose infusion was consistently detected in the arterial blood of the volunteers, showing that it should in principle be possible to obtain an arterial input function (AIF) with dynamic glucoCEST. That will require a calibration to relate the water saturation increase in blood to absolute glucose concentration. Notice that the time scales of the actual blood sampling and the AIF are very different and that the blood sampling does not catch the initial part of the saturation curve. There is correspondence at the later time points, but the actual blood sampling and AIF are not easy to compare because the AIF signal intensities very much depend upon the chosen voxel in the artery, which is generally affected by partial volume effects with surrounding tissue. Future improvements in spatial resolution may resolve this issue, which is well known from the DCE and DSC literature. Figure 2 , panels A and B, show gadolinium-enhanced and CEST anatomical reference images, respectively. Figure 2C shows the dynamic response curves of several ROIs (anterior cerebral artery, white matter, and an insular vessel) together with the blood glucose concentration. The blood sampling started after the initial maximum in the AIF, but after that, the tissue and vessel intensities follow the AIF and blood level quite well. AUC images over different time periods after the start of infusion were calculated and are shown in Figure 2 , panels D and E. These images mainly highlight the vessels and show a reduction in CSF spaces that can be used as a reference for the images obtained in the setting of malignant glioma. Figure 3 shows DGE difference images for participant 1 with a right hemispheric non-gadolinium-enhancing infiltrative mass as observed on a clinical MRI with gadolinium scan for surgical planning performed a few hours after the DGE study. This participant was ultimately diagnosed as having an AA. On the DGE images, it can again be seen that vessel-rich areas enhance rapidly, whereas some regions around CSF spaces exhibit reduced saturation. Figure 4 , panels A and B, show T 2 -weighted and postgadolinium contrast T 1 -weighted images, respectively, for this participant, performed at 3 T before surgery. Interestingly, the DGE-MRI areas that show hyperintensity (Figure 3 , red) directly after finishing the glucose infusion seem to match the T 2 -weighted MRI in areas of contralateral vasculature (red arrow) and in a hyperintense rim at the medial outer edge of the tumor (yellow arrow).
RESULTS
Healthy Volunteers
Participants With Glioma
The dynamic response curves of several ROIs (anterior cerebral artery, tumor core, lateral tumor rim, and contralateral vessel area) are shown in Figure 4C . The venous glucose concentration measured independently with the glucose analyzer is also plotted and compared in a manner scaled with the AIF, showing similar temporal changes. The signal in the lateral tumor rim ultimately changed by approximately 5% after glucose infusion, but this increase was delayed by at least 100 s. As a first approach in relating the dynamic glucose images to tissue perfusion-related properties, AUC images over different time periods after the start of the infusion were calculated and are shown in Figure 4 Dynamic Glucose-Enhanced MRI in Glioma Patients time-dependent manner that seems very similar to the AIF. The fact that the DGE scan showed enhanced uptake whereas the postgadolinium T 1 -weighted image did not is interesting in light of the ultimate diagnosis of AA and may indicate that the small glucose molecule (0.180 kDa) is more sensitive to subtle dysfunction of the BBB associated with more aggressive gliomas than larger molecules such as gadolinium diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid (0.546 kDa) or its analogs. Note that glucose can be transported into the brain in a facilitated manner by glucose transporters but that alterations in BBB permeability may increase the rate of transport through improved diffusivity mechanisms. Figure 5 shows DGE difference maps recorded for participant 2 with a recurrent left-frontal GBM. Again, the blood vessels are enhanced first, and CSF-rich areas show reduced saturation. Clinical T 1 -weighted gadolinium images ( Figure 6A ) show 2 areas of enhancement, namely a rim around a previous surgical cavity and a distinct second region in the middle of the tumor (dubbed lesion 2) as judged from the signal reduction in the T 1 -weighted MRI. The dynamic time curves for 3 tumor regions of interest ( Figure 6B ) and contralateral white matter are displayed in Figure 6C , together with the blood glucose level measured in the contralateral arm. Despite the fact that the blood glucose reached only 12 mM, we could still detect DGE changes. Unfortunately, there was brain motion over a period of about 50 s (starting at about 80 s), which is reflected in large intensity variations. This prohibited us from acquiring a proper AIF, which typically is taken from 1 or 2 voxels. Figure 6 , D-F, show AUC images acquired over different time periods after the onset of infusion, again indicating a different speed of uptake for different tumor regions. Despite the motion, it is clear that the rim around the necrotic region enhanced rapidly ( Figure 6C , dark blue curve), whereas the tumor center and lesion 2 enhanced more slowly. Figure 7 shows the DGE difference images for participant 3, who had previously undergone needle biopsy and radiotherapies for a left-hemispheric, low-grade astrocytoma. The clinical gadolinium-T 1 -weighted images show strong enhancement in a rim region lateral to the previous surgical cavity as well as in a circular region (lesion 2) medial to the bottom half of that cavity ( Figure 8A ). The CEST image ( Figure 8B ) confirms the presence of a lesion. This participant moved during the scan, so the DGE data were not of the same quality as for the other participants. When taking ROIs ( Figure 8B ) in the rim, necrotic center, lesion 2 (corresponding to the large bright area in Figure 8A ), and contralateral white matter, the motion is well reflected in the corresponding time curves in Figure 8C . However, despite the motion and the fact that the blood glucose concentration never exceeded 11 mM (Figure 8C ), the data were still useful because we could construct AUC images over the periods 0-5 and 5-10 min after infusion, showing lesional enhancement first in an area corresponding to the bright lateral rim in the gadoliniumweighted MRI and subsequently more in the lesion core.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, these data demonstrate for the first time the feasibility of acquiring DGE images in humans and of constructing time-selective AUC curves based on certain periods after infusing the D-glucose bolus, which highlight biologically distinct areas of the tumor. The potential of this information to 
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AUC0-300 AUC300-600 AUC150-400 Dynamic Glucose-Enhanced MRI in Glioma Patients serve as a sensitive substitute for traditional contrast agents to reveal subtle differences in BBB permeability for different tumor regions will have to be evaluated in future studies on larger groups of patients by comparing with dynamic gadolinium-enhanced MRI and histopathology. It has previously been demonstrated that the presence of glucose transporters in blood vessels surrounding highand low-grade tumors is approximately inversely correlated with gadolinium-based contrast enhancement (24) , which makes sense, because this reflects BBB functioning. However, gadolinium-based contrast enhancement does not have high specificity for distinguishing between high-and low-grade tumors (1, 2) , and D-glucose enhancement could be more sensitive, a possibility that will have to be proven in future studies on more subjects. DGE MRI (18) adds a new approach to a list of advanced agent-based dynamic MRI methods, including DCE (25) and DSC (26) MRI, as well as the recently emerging hyperpolarized 13 C approaches (27, 28) , with substrates such as glucose (29) and pyruvate (30, 31) . Each of these has particular advantages and disadvantages, and in many ways the methods are complementary and could be used in simultaneous or consecutive scans.
Although not yet standard, DSC is becoming more routine in hospital settings and has the benefit of high MRI signal-to-noise ratio. DCE MRI is less common and less sensitive overall, but it has good signal-to-noise ratio properties in tumors with BBB disruption. The DCE response curve in principle contains information regarding tumor blood flow and BBB permeability, as well as intravascular volume and extravascular extracellular space (EES) in tumors. Compartmental modeling approaches to extract these parameters are becoming increasingly available. DSC approaches in principle provide blood volume and blood flow, but this is more difficult in tumors because of leakage of the contrast agent into the EES. Such problems can be reduced by using correction algorithms or by giving a pre-dose of contrast agent (32) .
A major advantage of hyperpolarized 13 C MRI is that specific metabolic products can be detected together with the rate of their production (27, 28) , which may provide crucial information regarding tumor malignancy, or to distinguish tumor progression from response to treatment (30, 31) . Disadvantages include the need for an expensive hyperpolarizer and nonstandard (heteronuclear) radiofrequency coils as well as a limited acquisition window resulting from signal depolarization at the T 1 time scale. However, the availability of unique and relevant clinical information may make such investments worthwhile.
The DGE dynamic response curve (18) for glucose uptake contains information related to glucose delivery (perfusion and blood volume), transport into the tissue (BBB permeability and cell membrane transport), and metabolism. Because an AIF is also available, modeling approaches such as available for DCE should be a suitable first approach for obtaining information regarding intravascular volume, EES volume, and BBB permeability, but the theory will have to be adjusted to correct for signal disappearance resulting from cell transport and glucose metabolism. When using the initial part of the DGE curve before BBB transport, it may be possible to determine cerebral blood volume (CBV) and flow (CBF) in analogy to DSC, but it may be necessary to increase the speed of infusion, which is currently 1 min for 50 mL (ie, just under 1 mL/s). A combination of DCE, DSC, and DGE measurements may increase the accuracy of determining these different perfusion-related and metabolic parameters by analyzing the data in a multivariate manner. Such developments are expected in the future.
The current acquisition was performed at 7 T, and for DGE to become relevant clinically it would at least have to be possible at 3 T (and preferably at 1.5 T). The main obstacle to overcome is the proximity of the frequency of the hydroxyl proton saturation (1.2 ppm) to the water resonance, which corresponds to offsets (⌬) of 360, 154, and 77 Hz at 7, 3, and 1.5 T, respectively. There will thus be more interference of direct water saturation at lower fields, reducing the sensitivity for detecting glucose changes. In addition, the slow exchange limit for separating out the OH resonance (exchange rate, k Ͻ 2⌬) for selective excitation or saturation no longer applies stringently at lower fields. However, these disadvantages are an issue mainly when using conventional frequency-selective saturation approaches. A new type of acquisitions called on-resonance exchange transfer technologies (33, 34) are becoming available that do not require selective excitation and can detect rapidly exchanging protons.
The translation of new contrast agents to actual clinical application is known to be time-consuming and expensive. We foresee we can accomplish fast translation for D-glucose based on existing FDA approval of intravenous D-glucose for other indications (the glucose tolerance test used daily in clinics around the country), which allowed us to gain IRB approval for the current experiments. For general application in the clinic, it will be needed to request an additional indication for D-glucose from the FDA for its use as an imaging agent, which we are currently in the process of doing. An important technical advantage that will facilitate rapid translation to the clinic is that CEST methods use the proton nucleus and can thus be performed immediately on standard clinical scanners without requiring additional equipment. CONCLUSIONS DGE imaging is feasible in humans. Using DGE-MRI, it was possible to detect water signal changes in the human brain induced by the infusion of D-glucose. The signal changes are due to glucose uptake in the vessels, the brain, and tumor tissue areas, and are related to the kinetics of delivery, transport and metabolism of D-glucose. A very interesting first finding is that different tumor areas showed varying times of enhancement, which suggests that the dynamic time curves may contain information about BBB permeability. These findings provide preliminary support for the potential use of D-glucose as an MRI contrast agent and the use of DGE for studying glucose uptake properties of tumors and the brain, which are related to glucose delivery (perfusion), transport into the tissue (BBB and cell permeability), and metabolism.
The current acquisition was on a rather thick slice (6 mm) with a 3 ϫ 3 mm 2 in-plane resolution that was comparable to typical arterial spin labeling acquisitions but more coarse than current DCE and DSC MRI. The CEST technology (35) (36) (37) (38) is in the early stages of development, and we expect rapid advances toward whole-brain acquisition optimized for fast-exchanging protons close to the water resonance, such as those from the hydroxyl groups in D-glucose.
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